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Pri~nufa obconica, Hanoe. 1, was introduced to England from China by 
Maries, one of ~Iessrs VeReh's collectors who in 1879 sent home seeds 
fl'om the Ichang gorges, where the great river Yang[se rushes out of 
the mountains. The plants raised from these seeds flowered in 
September, 18802 . 

In the Botanical Magc~zine, t. 6582 (Sept. 1881), the plant is figured 
and described under the name P. poc~diformis, Hook, f. and in this 
figure the pe~als are shown with a simple notch or indentation similar 
to that of the common Primrose, P. act~ulis. The wild specimens 
collected in China and preserved in the Kew Herbarium all show this 
character of the simply toothed perianth segments though they exhibit 
a considerable range of {bliar variability. In the description the plant 
is said to have the habit and foliage of _P. ~ortztsoides (see t. 399 and 
t. 5528) and the calyx of the Himalayan species _P. fil@es--a native of 
rocks at Chuka in Bhotan at an elevation of 6500 feet. 

P. obconi~a as introduced appears to have been ~ well-defined plant 
showing on gee whole but little variation and, except for slight diver- 
gences in the colour of the flowers and character of the leaf margin, 
to have remained fairly true to type for about the first ten years 
after its introduction. 

The finding of the wild plant in China by Maries is best described 
in his own words :--" When I was travelling in Central China, I was 

1 Journ. Bot. 1880, p. 234. 
ftm'tus VeitcMi, pp. 82 ~nd 292. 
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History of Primul~e 

much puzzled how to bring out living plants 1100 miles to the coast at 
Shanghai. I, of course, took plants of the things I thought were best 
for garden purposes, but Ferns and herbaceous plants were altogether 
out of the question. I thought, however, thab many seeds would 
germinate if ~hey were kept in soil, so I collected surface soil from 
Ferns and I)rimulas, and other plants. This w~s kept in an old wine 
box ~nd eventually ta,ken to Hong-Kong. I took this home ~welve 
months aftel;w~rds and the soil was ' sown' in a glass house. The first 
thing that c~me up was _Pri~nul~ obconiec~ in large quantities, several 
shrubs, and a lot of fernsU' 

Sir Joseph Hooker, writing in the Botc~nical Magazine ~-, states that 
the plant is probably very variable and ~h~t the e~rliest flo~vering 
specimens sent by ~[r Veitch were less hairy and had rounder ~nd 
nearly entire leaves and very much smaller flowers than that figured in 
the plate. 

The flowers ~re of ~ p~le lilac colour with a yellow eye, ~nd the 
perianth segments, which are rather n~rrow, show a deep apical notch. 
]~essrs Veiteh 3 spe~k of the eelour in the virgin species as an "undecided 
lilac," while according to another writer~ the flowers are said to be 
pinkish-white ~nd it is suggested ~h~t white forms might be raised by 
careful selection. From a no~ice in The Gc~rden ~, we learn that "the 
flowers though somewhat small are of ~ pleasing mauve tint. The 
(almost entire) leaves ~re large and broad and they form a distinc~ 
tuft which lies almost flat on the soil." In ~he Botanica~ Mayc, ziqze on 
the other h~nd the leaves are represented as upstanding with lobulate- 
dentate edges s. 

With these preliminary remarks as to the incidence of variation, the 
detailed history of our modern forms may now be examined. 

In attempting to trace the history of ~ri~nu~c~ obco~icc~ under 
cultivation it will be convenient to arrange the facts under different 
he~dings such as colour of the flowers, size, shape, fimbriation of the 
coroll~ lobes and doubling and lastly questions connected wi~h hybrid- 
isation. 

1 The Gab'den, November 22, 1890, p. 479. 
" 2o~. May. 1881, & 6582. 
3 Herr. Veitchii, p. 282. 

Gardeners' ChronicZe, October 28, 1882, p. 565. 
The Garden, June 25, 1881, p. 655. 

6 See also The Ga~'den for 1884, September 6, p. 236, the peri~n~h segments are dr~wn 
with an apical notch. 
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F l o w e r  Uolour,. 

For the first few years after its introduction, as has been shown, the 
flower coiour is always recorded as pale or undecided lilac (Plate I, 
fgs. 1, 90 or pinkish-white but  references to the variable character of 
th~ plgnt "are frequent. In 1886 there is a record of plants fl'om the 
Royat- BotanicGarden, Edinburgh, with btomns" ranging fl'om mauve to 
lilac and fi'equently pure white*." " N .  G." in the following year refers to 
the variability in flower colour and speaks of a few nearly white forms 2. 
In the same note, it is mentioned that "we have observed in two or 
three of the plau~s this year a much deeper shade of rose round the eye 
tshan previously." This appears to be the earliest record of the 
appearance of the dark eye which was only found in a few eases among 
a batch of ordinary forms. The next  record of the dark eye is in 1889 
when "l~. D." (l~iehard Dean) writes "Th e  variety I have is of a very 
delicate mauve colour, w i t h a  sligh~ purple ring round the eye3. '' In  
1893 mention is again made of a distinct circle of a dark colonr 
surrouiIding a lemon eye and the lemon eye itself is recorded as a 
novelt} .''~. A "dark carmine shaded eye" is also mentioned in a note in 
18955 and a "'distinct eye" in the following year 6. 

The "dark eye"  is now a very common feature in many of the 
present day forms and the depth of the colour of the eye tends to in- 
crease as the flowers remain open (of Plate I, figs. 8 and 17, Plate II ,  
figs. 27, 30, 32, 3r 

W h i t e  v a r i e t y .  The white variety to which references have 
a]ready been given does no~ receive further mention in horticultural 
journals until the year 1896. In  that  year ~essrs Vilmorin Andrieux 
e~ Cie 7 of Paris exhibited " P .  obco~ica & grande fleur b lanche"  at the 
meeting of the French Horticultural Society, on Feb. 27th. This form 
had fimbriated petals. A pure white form was shown again, together 
with coloured varieties before the same Society by Nessrs Vilmorin 
on ~[ay 2nd 18998, and  was catalogued by ~Iessrs Vilmorin in that  year 
under the name "_P. o. grande fleer blanche pun" 

1 T. W. Sanders in Jom'n. I-Iort. May 6, 1886, pp. 358, 359, wi~h fig. 66. 
'~ "N. G." in Journ. Herr. May 26, 1887. 
3 "l~. D." in Gard. Chron. November 2, 1889, p. 50r 
4 "A. D." in The Gab'den, October 7, 1893, p. 327. 
5 j. O. Tallaek i n The Garden, April 6, 1895, p. 240. 
6 The Ga~'den, December 12, 1896, p. 481. 
7 Rev.  Herr. 1896, p. 238. 
s Rev. l:Iort. 1899, p. 169, "A c5~g des coloris rose e~ blanc pro'...". 
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I am informed by ~Ir A. W. Sutton tha t  the pure white variety 
first appeared with his finn in 1899. The nextreference to the white- 
flowered plant is in 190~b, when a plant figured in the Ga~'deners' 
Chronicle 1 is described as having " white flowers or as nearly white 
as possible." i~Ir Gmnbleton also in this year sent "almost white" 
flowers to the editor of The Gc~rden ~ raised from seed obtained from 
~[essrs Haag-e and Schmidt. Further a group of 2.  obco~icc~ cdbcL was 
shown by Messrs Veitch at the Temple Show that  same year, and it 
was remarked that  . . ."never before had been seen so near an approach 
to pure white3. '' 

P. obconicc~ has been largely grown by Her Grace Adeline, Duchess 
of Bedford, and has been the subject of numerous experiments by 
the head gardener, Mr Dickson. I am indebted to I-Ier Grace for 
affording me every  facility for obtaining information about the culti- 
vation of the plant at Chenies. The first white/~, obconica arose there 
in 1903, and its origin would appear to be independent from the white 
forms previously mentioned since it is alleged that  no admixture from 
outside sources has taken place. In present day collections the white- 
flowering varieties can usually be easily distinguished by the darker 
t int  of green in their leaves, and by their more delicate and paler 
stems. Nessrs Veitch have a fine strain of this plant, very similar to 
those raised by Mr Dickson and others. The variety includes both 
toothed and fimbriated flowers and is found to come true from seed 
(Plate I, figs. 15, 16, 19; 20). 

Rose v a r i e t y .  A very distinct break in colour and one of the 
earliest to arise was started with the development of the rose colour 
from the original pale lilac and this yielded the remarkable rose-carmine 
series which includes some of the most striking of our modern varieties. 

Mr Sutton informs me that  the first break from the original lilac 
was a good rose-pink, seed of which was offered by their house as 
2 ~. obconicc~ rosen 4 in 1895, and a variety under this name was exhibited 
at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society early in 1896 and was 
said to be an "undoubtedly mos~ decided break in point of eolour." 
Other references are to be found in The Garde~ about this time 5 
(ef. Plate I, figs. 3--5). In 1897 ~Ir T. S. Ware a also showed a variety 

1 Ga~'d. Chron. 1904, p. 244:, Fig. 103, p. 2d:5. 
~- The Garden, 1904, January 9, p. 18, see also t. 8. Aprit 7, 1~. 304. 
3 " T . "  in The Garden, July 2, 1904, p. 3. 
4 The Gab'den, :February 20, 1897, p. 143 " E .  J ."  
5 The Garden, November 7, 1896, p. 383, see also Augus~ 7, 1897, p. l i0 .  

The Garden, iVIareh 13, 1897, p. 197, !Viareh 20, 1897, p. 216. 
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with flowers of a "warm rose t i n t "  and the managing director of 
Wards Nurseries has sent me the following account of the origin and 
development of their rose-coloured forms: 

"The  first noticeable tendency (with us) of Prim~da obconicc~ to 
produce other than the pale lilac flowers occurred about twenty years 
ago, when amongst a batch of many hundreds of seedlings (from seed 
obtained from a @ontinental source), five or six plants showed a deeper 
coloration beyond anything we had ever previously noticed. These 
plants were isolated, cross fertilized, and the seed saved separately from 
each plant: The resulting seedlings produced a fair amount of rose 
colours of varying shades. The best of these as regards depth of 
colouring, size of bloom, and good habit were retained, the remainder 
being destroyed. These were again cross fertilized and the selection 
carried on as before. Year after year seedlings were raised by this 
means @he colour becoming more intense each generation) until at last 
we reached the climax, tha~ is, a deep self-rose of good habit and large 
flowers. In each successive batch of seedlings we always found one or 
two plants with extra deep and a greater number of serrations and of 
good colour. These we made the  seed-bearing parent, as after repeated 
trials we found the serration was more pronounced in the offspring than 
when these plants were used as pollen bearers only, and so. together 
with the development of the desired rose eolour, the fimbriation or 
excess of serrations was proceeding at the same time in each successive 
generation" (cf. Plate I, fig. 3). 

l e s s r s  Vilmorin of Paris had also at this time produced a rose form 
of/~.  obconica ~, but it is not possible to determine whether the rose 
break originated in one place only or in several nurseries at about the 
same time, though the latter suggestion seems the more probableS. 

form apparently very similar to these early rose or pink varieties 
is still to be seen planted out in the beds of the Temperate I-Iouse at 
Kew where it has been grown undisturbed for many years (Plate I, 
figs. 3--5). 

A rose variety s formed the starting point of the experiments carried 
out in  the gardens of the Duchess of Bedford. 

l Rev .  Herr .  1897, p. 14:1, announced in ~heir catalogue for 1898 as " P .  obcoMca s 

grande fieur rose v i i "  
2 See also t. c. 1899, p. 548, wi~h eoloured plate. The varle~y ' ~i~ose Chamoise"  was 

cafalogued by Messrs u  in 1900. 
"~ 1 ). obco~ica roses, seed purchased from D. W.  Thomson,  Edinburgh,  who obgMned 

seeds from Stewar~ and Co., Coveng Garden. The  origin of ~he seed was very possibly 
continental.  
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A further improvement in the production of a red obconioc~ "Vesuve," 
was due to ~[essrs I~ivoire, phre et ills 1, and the variety "Vesuve" pro- 
duced in 1903 was said to surpass in colour all other reds and carmines. 
l~[essrs l%ivoire, like ~[essrs Vihnorin, at tr ibute all ~heir improvements 
simply to selection. 

In the next year )'~essrs Dart and Sons exhibited their "Crimson 
King"," described as a !'rich deep lilac-crimson, a decided advance in 
coloured obeonicas," followed ill 1905 by their "Crimson Queen ~, '' a "deep 
crimson-rose." In the note on this plant, it is remarked that the first 
pink and  rose forms were thought to have been sent fi'om a large 
Fifeshire garden ten years before, t~over 4 had also an assortment of 
reds from "Zar~esten blassen Rosa bis zum dtinkelstien Karmin." 
~essrs Sutton and Sons chronicle the production of a crimson form in 
1906, and  on Nov. 23, 1909 they exhibited a remarkable variety ~, 
"Snitch 's  Fire King," having terra-cotta crimson flowers with a yellow 
throat surrounded by a darker ring. The origin of this form is also 
attributed entirely to selection. Herr Georg Arends of t~onsdorf, who 
has kindly supplied information about his experiments with P. obeo~icc~, 
obtained varieties which he has named "rosen" and "kermesiana"  
(Plate II, fig. 35). In a letter dated Nov. 2~, 1909, he writes " T h e  last 
quite new colour I gained was the var. 'Feuer  Kbnigin' (Fire queen), 
that came out of the Kermesiana in four or five years' work. There is 
a kind of.sahnon-orange in the crimson of this variety and I think it 
will be possible to have a pure salmon-pink shade from it in a few 
years." So much interchange has gone on in recent years between 
narserymen that  it is highly probable that  many of the varieties 
recorded by different houses have a common origin and are really the 
same plant. A dark claret form to which the name "Chenies excelsior~" 
has been given has the darkest coloured flower of the red series so far 
seen (Plate II,  figs. 37, 38). 

Vio le t .b lue  var ie t ies .  One of the most recent and striking colour 
shades which have been evolved in P. obconiec~ under cultivation is a 
decided violet-blue shade which is now a well-marked and good co]our. 
The improvement in this direction in England appears to be due very 
largely to the eftbrts of Bir Dickson. I am informed that  a small 

1 i%v.  H e f t .  1903, p. ~ 2 ,  see also t~ev. Herr. 1906, p. 687. 
2 Garden, 1904, IVIarch 2,t, p. 261. 

Ga.rden, 1905, February 9, p. 116 .  
'~ Ga~'te~flora, 1905, 56, p. 82 ; see also idem 1903, p. 206. 
5 Garden, 1910, April 9, p. 179, with pla~e. 

Gard. Chron. 1911, April 29, p. 268. 
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flowered blue variety was raised a Chenies in the autumn of 190~, and 
this was followed by the production of a large-flowered blue form in 
1906 (Plate I, figs. 10--12). A variety named coe~'ulec~, remarkable for 
the blue colour of the flowers, was shown by M. Ferard ~ at the French 
t~Iorticul~ural Society, October 1907, and the production of a similar 
variety in France is of interest as it seems almost certain that  the blue 
colour has been developed quite independently in two different places. 
Herr Arends  has also produced a blue ibrm and he says in his letter 
" o u t  of the ~cl~ite I raised the blue, beginning with plants which only 
showed a slight bluish hue in the bud. I t  took about ten years to 
bring this colour out clearly." Unfortunately, Herr Arends has not 
supplied exact dates of ~he origin of his varieties, but it seems clear 
that his blue has had no connection with the similar English variety 
and may possibly have been independent of Ferard's var. coe~'zdea. 

~Iagenta and deep purple forms (Plate II,  figs. 22--26) have also been 
produced and should perhaps be more properly regarded as belonging 
to the red than to the blue series. 

~ize of )Co~ue~s 
The increase in the size of the flowers was one of the first of the 

changes noticed in _P. obcoq~icc~ after it had been under cultivation for a 
few years. In  18S7 ~ a few plants were reported to have produced 
flowers nearly double the size of the original plants. In France the 
tendency to variation in this plant does not appear to have received 
much notice until 1892 ~. In this year NI. Lille of Lyons brought out 
a variety gq'aqwtlj%~a, and in the following year a variety with flowers 
larger than the type was produced and fixed by 1V~essrs Vilmorin and 
sent out by them in the year 189~ with the designation " g  grande 
fleur amdlior6e." 

In England in this same year plants grown at Gunuersbury Park 
are reported to have had flowers which approached very closely in 
size to those of the ordinary Chinese Primula 4. In i895, however, 
~r: Tallack, writing in The CTarden ~, expressed the view that  there had 
been little or no advance on the best flowers of ibrmer years, and that  

1 l~ev. Ho~'t. 1907, p. 531. 
Journ. Herr. 1887, May 26, p. 417 (N. G.). See also The Ga~'de~, 1886, l%f~rch 13, 

]9. 241~ and Ga~'d. Chron. 1890, February 8, p. 175 (D.). 
3 l~ev. Herr. 1897, p. 374, 1899, p. 54:8, ibid. 1893, p. 123. 
'~ The Gab'den, 1893, I~arch 25, p. 24:2 ; see also ibid. p. 327. 

The Garden, 1895, April 6, p. 240. 
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it was not likely that further advance would take place owing to the 
difficulty in obtaining seed t?om the better varieties. 

Herr Arends who commenced experimenting wi~h P. obco~icc~ in 
I888, says that by careful selection and inter-crossing of the best strMns 
he first succeeded in obtaining his var. cjrandiflora with larger pale- 
lilac flowers and that this was followed by various colour breaks in 
later years. 

At the present day the increase in size of the flowers in comparison 
with those of the plants originally introduced is very marked. The 
largest flowers have been noticed principally in pink and lilac-purple 
shades and have measured as much as ~--5 era. in diameter ~ (Plate I, 
figs. 13, 15; Plate II, fig. 30). 

tfiqnbriatio~z. 

The commencement of the flmbriation of the corolla segments in 
2. obconica is a matter of some interest since this form of variation 
appears to occur, sooner or later, in most species of Primula under 
cultivation. Such variation of course is particularly noticeable in the 
cultivated Chinese Primula, and as far as can be ascertained fi'om the 
earliest records this tendency to fimbriation had already been initiated 
when the plant was under cultivation in China ~, In wild species Of 
the genus, except in a few cases, the corolla segments show a simple 
notch at the apex 3 but under cultivation fimbriation has developed in 
P. Forbesii, 2.  vertici~lata, P. ]cewe~sis, P. Sieboldii, P. japoMcc~ and 
also in the varieties of the common Primrose P. vulgaris. In the 
allied genus Cyclamen, fimbriation of the petals has also been developed 
as a result of cultivation! 

Another point of interest in connection with the fimbriation of the 
corolla is that this variation has, without doubt, been developed quite 
independently in different places, and at different times. The earliest 
case of ~vhich a record has been traced occurred in the garden of 1VIr J. 

1 See also Ga~'tenflora, 1904, 5B, p, 139, ibid. 1905, 54, p. 89., anc[ 2~ev. tIort. 1906, 
p. 487. 

The Botanical 7~egister, 1821, ~om. 539. 
s Primula ~ in ter i  (Gard. Chron. t911, march 4, p. 130, Gard. Mag. 1911, l~farch 4, 

p. 16~, with figs.), is of interes~ in this connection as the corolla segments are sh'ikingly 
fringed. 2 .  Stuartii, P. iJetioloris and some o~her species also have fringed corolla segments 
in ~he wild condition. 

See ~I~isel~on-Dyer, " T h e  cultural Evolution of Cyclamen latiyblium," in Prec. 7~ey. 
Soc. LXL (1897), p. 143. 
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Crook of Forde Abbey 1, blooms being said to show "dis t inc t  evidence 
of fi'inging of the edges." I t  should be added that these plants were 
supposed to be the result of crosses with P .  sinensis but  it  will be seen 
later that  the evidence in support of this view is very slight. 

The next record comes from France, about two and a half years 
later, a plant with fimbriated white flowers being exhibited by 
Nessrs Vihnorin in February 1896 "~ before the French }Iorticultural 
Socie V. ~V[. ?r writes in reply to queries addressed tO M. Ph. L. 
de Vflmorin about ~his var. fi~)zbriata : "The  variety first appeared here 
in 1896 in a large-flowering white strain, in the form of slight dentieu- 
lations On the edge of the petals. This was selected carefully and the 
variety announced in our catalogue in the spring of 1897/'  he adds 
that its origin had nothing to do with any seed or plants outside their 
own s~oek. In the early autumn of 1897 a var. f imbriatc~ was being 
grown at Kew 3 from seed obtained fi'om Nessrs Keinemann of Erfurt  
(el. Plate I, fig. :3). 

The fimbriated var ie ty  was also produced independently at Kew 
and the fi'inged character was a t t r ibuted to the results of high cultiva- 
tion. As the variety was not considered an improvement its cultivation 
and selection at Kew were discontinued. In 1899 Messrs u  ~ 
were exhibiting this variety with rose-eoloured flowers, and from thence 
onwards a var. f i m b r i a t a  was offered in most seedsmen's catalogues (ef. 
Plate I, figs. 15, 17; Plate ' I I ,  fig. 30). ~[r A. W. Sutton writes that the 
fimbriated form appeared at Reading in 1901 and he adds "we  do not: 
however, catalogue this, as the fimbriation has the effee~ of nanking the 
flowers look smaller." 

Double  F lowers .  

One other strikhlg floral variation in Prim~dc~ obconica has yet to be 
described, namely the occurrence of double flowers (Plate I, fig. 21). 
This appears to have originated with Messrs Vilmorin and as far as can 
be ascertained nowhere else. M. Mottet  writing in Le J a r d i n  ~ early in 
1901 mentions that  the double variety was put in commerce in that  

The Gab'den, 1893, Oct. 7, p. 397. 
~- l~ev. Hort, 1896, p. 238 ; ibid. 1897, p. 141. 
a The Garden, 1897, September 18, p. 227 ; Garte~flora, 1897, 40, p. 148, ~ex~ fig. 23. 

t~ev. Ho~'t. 1899, p. 169; see also The Gm'den, 1904, April 7, p. 304; Ga~'d. Chron. 
1904, April i6, p. ~44. 

Le Jardi*b 1901, p. 89, fig. 52, see also Rev. Hort. 1901, p. 2~8, figs. 100; t01; 
Jou~'n. Hort. 1901, p. 14. In 1902 Sir Trevor Lawreneereceived an award of merit, t~.tt.S., 
for a mauve-purple coloured semi-double var. of _P. obconica, see Jou~'n. Hort. 1902, 
p. 548. 
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year~ and in a recent letter he informs me that the double variety may 
have appeared some years before it was sent out, ~4essrs Vilmorin do 
not remember exactly, but they state that at first the flowers were 
rather small and only half double but that since then the variety has 
been greatly improved in size and duplication of the flowers and that 
it now reproduces as well as any other variety. The colour is s~ated to 
have been pale rose like the type. Herr Arends informs me that he 
obtained seeds of the double form fl'om Messrs Vilmorin and attempted 
to improve the variety by crossing with his own pl/mts. In the course 
of several years he has obtained "larger flowers, stronger growth and 
rose-coloured flowers as well as the old lilac ones." Reference to 
modern catalogues shows that there are now several double varieties 
offered by nurserymen. 

Doubling of the flowers in the genus _Priv~ulc~ as is probably well 
known, may tal;e place in one of two ways. In the case of _P. si~ensis 
the modern varieties such as Crimson King, etc., double the flowers 
by corona-like outgrowths from the corolla lobes at the back of each 
anther and the coloured surface of the outgrowth faces that of its 
corolla lobe or in other words the added lobes show the eotours 
reversed. 

In the old double white variety of P. shzensis, known as P. shzensis 
var. flore pleno, which appears to have been produced about the year 
1839 ~ and which can only be propagated by cuttings, the doubling 
is of a "hose-in-hose" character, the eolours of the added lobes not 
being reversed but corresponding in arrangement to those of the 
odginM corolla. In P. ob~onioc~ the doubling is also "hose-in-hose" 
and there is no reversM of arrangement and colour as in the modern 2P. 
sinensis doubles. P. obcouica, however, sometimes shows a tendency to 
doubling in yet another manner owing to the splitting of upgrowths of 
the corolla between adjoining corolla lobes, these ridges split towards 
the centre and so tend to produce a kind of corona with the colours 
reversed, but with this difference thai the "corona lobes" alternate 
with the corolla lobes while in P. sinensis they are opposite to them. 

This method can at present be hardly considered as more than a 
tendency towards doubling, for it may only be shown by some of the 
flo~ye.rs in an inflorescence; i~ is however of considerable interest and it 
seems possible that by careful selection a new type of double P. obconica 
might be developed (Pla~e II, figs. 27, 29). 

See Paxton',q Magazine of Botany, w. 1839, p. 262. This sporfi appears ~o have 
arisen at Henderson's Nursery, Pine Apple Place, London. 
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Variation or HybridisaEon. 

That P~i~nula obconica as cultivated to-day is a totally different 
plant fi-om tile wild species introduced from China in 1879-80 is a 
perfectly obvious fact, but as to tlie cause or causes which may underlie 
the changes which have taken place there is a considerable difference of 
opinion. Some of those who have worked for many years on this plant 
and to whom several of our modern improvements are due contend that 
the amelioration of this species is due in the main to hybridisation 
with othm: species of the genus, while others who have been equally 
successful in raising new varieties protest against this view and 
claim that  the improvements are entirely due to selection and cross- 
fertilization of the best forms within the species. I t  is unfortunate 
that experiments with this plant have been undertaken from the 
horticultural rather than from the purely scientific point of view and 
that  the results which tend to be matters of conjecture and assumption 
have been accepted in many eases as proved fact: For there has been 
a tendency in some quarters to assume that  because a given variation 
appeared to fit in with a preconceived idea or with expectation, 
therefore such a variation was due to a definite experiment or series of 
experiments. 

In order to arrive at a conclusion as to the right explanation of the 
course of events displayed by the history of P. obconica it will be 
necessary to examine the evidence somewhat in detail .  

In  the foregoing pages it has been shown that  fbr some ten to 
fifteen years after its introduction _P. obco~ica displayed but little 
tendency to vary, A slight increase in the size and slight changes in 
the colour of the flowers were recorded such as would be expected 
under artificial cultivation, but the bulk of the seedlings tended ~o come 
more or less true to the original form. According to lV[essrs Vilmorin ~ 
the first variations in P. obconica were noticed in 1892. In  England 
variation both i n  size and colour is recorded on several occasions 
between 1886 and 1893 -~ but compared with present-day forms the 
improvement of the plant does not appear to have been very s~riking 
u n t i l  about fifteen years after its introduction. Ylessrs Ware n~me 
about 1890 as their starting point, while Nessrs Veiteh consider the year 
1898, in which their Feltl~am nurseries were opened, as the date from 

1 S. i '~ot;[ell in Le Jardin, 1901, p. 8. 
-o See especially The Garden, 1888, p. 550, 1890, p. 35g:, and 1893, p. 249 ; JouTn. :I:rort. 

1887, p. 417 ; Gard. Chron. 1890, p. 175. 
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which their improvements should be reckoned. Even as late as 1897 
"R. D." (R. Dean) writes in the Ga~dene~os ' Chronicle (1897, p. 65) that  
"so far comparatively little variation has appeared among seedlings. 
The blossoms of some are larger, rounder and stouter than others and 
there is a tendency to deepen the tints of some individuals to something 
approaching mauve." 

As with all new introductions gardeners very soon at tempted to 
" improve"  P. obconica by crossing with other species of the genus, and 
2 .  sinensis appears to have been tried in most eases as the pollen 
parent. As early as 1887 it was suggested ~ that  the variations noticed 
might be due to attempts to cross P. obco~icc~ with Alpine auriculas and 
Primroses though it was considered as unlikely. That  2 .  sinensis  pollen 
was answerable for the improvement in the flowers is put  forward in 
the case of the first occurrence of fimbriation recorded in 18932, and 
several rei~renees to the action of _P. si~ze~zsis are to be found from that  
date onwards. In 18963 Dr Mastei~s exhibited a "hybr id"  at the 
scientific committee of the Royal Horticultural  Society supposed to be 
the result of crossing P. obconica with the wild form of P.  sinensis, but  
there was apparently very little to distinguish it from the female parent, 
and in the spring of 1898 ~ g r  Shea exhibited the result  of a similar 
cross with (?) cultivated P.  sinensis before tha~ committee in which 
the influence of the Chinese Primula appears to have been accepted, 
though the predominance of the female is recorded. The possibility of 
hybridising P. obconicc~ with P. sinensis was accepted definitely in 
Germany and I~Ierr Arends informs me that  a fine batch of hybrids 
was raised at Ftirsten Walde near Berlin in 1893 " w i t h  the  growth 
and leaves of obconica and size and colour of sine~sis flowers." I-Ie 
adds in a Nr ther  letter tha~ the plants had the "large brilliant flowers 
of si~ensis. They represented in perfection that which we had tried 
to get for so many years." These plants all died without having been 
described or figured and it is not now possible to say whether they 
may or may not have been hybrids, but  in the light of our present 
kn0wledge it  would appear to be a matter  of considerable doubt. 
t ler r  Arends states tha t  he has made this cross again and again but  
without result and ~Iessrs Sutton, Veitch and Vilmorin 5 all express the 

t Journ. Hort. 1887, p. 417. ~ The Gardens, 1893, p. 3"27. 
3 Ga~'d. C!~'on. 1896, PP. 600, 790. 
.l Ga~'d. Chron. 1898, p. 119. 
5 See Le Ja,rdin, 1901, also The Garden, 1897, pp. 193, 197, 213, 216, 227, 394: ; 1899, 

pp. 1,~4, 366 ; 1910, ~xxIv. p. 179 : ~ev. TTort. 1899, p. 548 ; 1906, p. 487. 
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opinion that no hybridisation has ever taken place between P. obconlca 
and P. sinensis. 

Mr Valentine, managing director of 3s Ware's Nurseries, also 
says that al] their improvements are regarded as being due to selection 
and cultivation. 

IV[. M0ttet points out that the ~idlure to produce artificial hybrids 
in the genus Primula is all the more curious since many natural hybrids 
in-the-genus are known as for instance among Alpine species and with 
7% o~ciucdis, nO. acc~ulis, and 1% elatior. 

It  has been suggested once or twice that P. obconica and 2 ). sinensis 
may have hybridised naturally in the same way that 2. ~ewensis arose 
in the first instance ~, but this view is opposed by M. ~/[ottet ~, who even 
goes so far as to say that even 2./cewe~sis cannot be considered to be a 
hybrid. This latter case has, however, been proved more than once by 
artificial crosses careNlly made at Kew< 

Besides 7% sinensis various other species of 7~'imulc~ have been used 
in the attempt to produce hybrids such i~s Alpine aurieulas and prim- 
roses% -P. floribundc% P. verticillate% P. japonica% P. farinosa, 7 ). cortu- 
soides, P. sild~imensis% etc., but with regard to all these it is stated that 
though seedlings were often obtained there was no evidence of hybridi- 
sa~)ion. 

In an account of an attempt to cross P. obconica with a well-eoloui'ed 
form of P. Sieboldii cortz~soides "J. H. W." writes that the latter plant 
was used as the seed parent and every care was taken to prevent self- 
fertilisadon. Seed was duly formed but ~he seedlings were nothing but 
P. s co~'htsoides< 

Several interesting varieties have been exhibited in recent years by 
~he Duchess of Bedford; Mr Dickson, the head gardener, started the 
experiments in 1901 with a fimbriated variety of _P. obconica and pollen 
of Polyanthi, Primroses and P. Sieboldii in varieties was used, later the 
pollen of P. cortusoides, P. sinensis aud P. rosen. Nr Dickson claims 
~hat his results are due to the use of P. sinensis poIlen and that one 
p!an3 shows distinct evidences of the effect of P. ~'osea. In April, 1911, 
Mr Dickson showed a plant at a meeting of  the Royal tIorticultnral 
Society 7 under the name of "Chenies excelsior" (Plate II, figs. 37, 38) 

.1 See Rsv. Hort. 1906, pp. ~8 ,  449, fig. 176, where Nr. Grignan pu~s forward ~his 
suggestion ~o explain ~he origin of/% obconiccc su~erba raised by lg. lgonfll. 

~- Ray. Hort. 1906, pp. 498, 499. a See Kew Bulletin, 1910, p. 325. 
4 Journ. Hort. 1887, p. 417. 

The Garden, 1897, p. 193. 6 Ga~'d. Chron. 1897, p. 128. 
7 Gavd. Chron. April 29i 1911, p. 268. 
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and he informs me that the pollen of P. japonicr~ was used to fertilise 
the deep red-flowered plant of obconica mentioned above which was 
thought to show evidence of the influence of P. rosen. In general 
habit however the plant shows no trace of P. japonic~ either in leaves 
or flowers. The flowers are of a dark claret-magenta colour not more 
intense but not unlike that which has been produced by othm" growers. 
The infloreseences tend to become whorled as in 1~ japonicc~ but this 
occurs not uncommonly with robust plants of P. obconica towards the 
end of their :flowering season. The results achieved in the short space 
of about eight years are certainly very remarkable, but except for eolour 
changes in the flowers there appears to be no evidence to support the 
view that the plants should be considered as hybrids especially as 
similar series of forms are known to have been produced elsewhere by 
selective methods alone without any recent attempts at hybridisation. 

Yet another species of Primvla, namely ~P. meyasaefolia fi'om the 
Caucasus, is claimed to have been successfully hybridised with P. ob- 
conict~. Herr Al'ends of Ronsdorf writes that he started working with 
P. meyasaefolic~, then recently introduced, about the year 1902 and 
produced in course of time the strain to which he gave the name 
P. obconica yigc~ntea. Professor Pax to whom some of the plants were 
seat accepted them as hybrids between 2. obco~zica and P. megasaefo~ia 
and in his account of the genus in the Pflc~nzenreich ~ has given the 
name P. Arendsii, to this supposed hybrid. 

In habit this gigautea strain undoubtedly shows some differences 
from the ordinary grandiflorc~ Vpe in its stouter leaves and pedicels, 
but the flowers both as to calyx and corolla are those of P. obconica and 
the plants do not appear to show any character which can be definitely 
attributed to the influence of the pollen of P. megasaefolicb. 

Forms of P. obconica elosety resembling the gicjantea of Arends 
appear to have been raised in different nurseries and by other means 
about the same time. P. obco~icc~ robusta raised at Lyon, for instance, 
by M. Choulet, is stated to be the same thing as P. obconicc~ yiyantec~, but 
to have been produced entirely as a result of selection, Messrs t~ivoire of 
Lyon write as follows on this subject : 

" Vous avez raison de mettre en doute l'origine supposge de cette 
Primevgre et de vous refuser ~ croire k une hybridation; c'est d'ailleurs, 
i~ aussi, l'avis d e  l'obtenteur. Nous ne pouvons que vous confirmer 

1 Das Pflanzenreich, ~v. 237, Pr~muIace, ae, p. 3~6. There is also a note in Gartenflora, 
1908, 57, p. 632 on P. obco.nica gigantea rubra, "~he firs~ ~rue dark recl hybrid of the new 
gigantec~ r a c e . "  
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dans Vobre opinion en vous disant que nous avons, depuis appantlon 
d~ .pq:imulfz obsonica, tenth des hybrida~ions avec un grand hombre de 
Pi, imeVSres. Notls n'avons jamais r~ussi, et les vari6t6s que nous avons 
mlses au commerce, telles que V6suve @ fleurs rouge carmin) et robusta, 

�9 , . .  t _ onl~ ere obtenues uniquement par voie de sglection. 
"Nous  connaissons d'autres horticulteurs qui ont tent6 de leur c6t6 

des hybridations, mais 6galement sans succ~s. Aussi ne croyons-nous 
. . . .  ] [  " nuttement--~-l'origine hybride signal6e par l ho tzculteur allemand qui 
annonee le  .Privzulc~ oboonica gigc~ntec~. 

"Ace  propos, nous vous serions obhges de rappeler que le P~'imtda 
obeonica robz~sta, que nous avons annonc6 Fan dernier et qui a dtg 
obtenu par 3& Choulet, chef des cultures florales du Pare de la Tgte- 
d'Or, presence absolumen~ les mSmes caract6res que eeux qui son~ 
signalgs pour la varigtd cjicjantea, e'est-k-dire feuilles de consistance 
ferme, flem's de dimensions trgs grandes (les plus grandes connues 
5 centnnetres. " ' de diamgtre) de couleur blanc lilac6, ombelles enormes' et 
surtout tiffes ricjides, qui lui ont fail donner ce nora de robustaV' 

Whatever may be the explanation of' some of the forms of P. ob- 
so~idc~ which have been obtained, it is eviden[ that numerous attempts 
have been made to effect hybridization with other species and that a 
grea~ deal of work hat also been done on the lines of selection and 
crqss fer~ilisa~ion of the best varieties. In the eases of the assumed 
hybrids it is remarl~able thab the results, whatever species may have 
been:th e pollen parent, are all strikingly similar and only a better form 
Of undoubted P. obconica has been obtained. Fur[her the forms alleged 
~o have been produced by hybridisation can hardly be distinguished 
from those produced by selection. In this connection also it is 
~v0rthy of note that in the only case on record where the pollen of 
P. obsoniscb was used the seedlings raised were purely of the type of the 
female parent"- (2. Sieboldii'sortusoides). The experiment s in hybridi: 
sation appear to have been made with proper care in many cases and 
the conclusion seems to be suggested that the pollenmay in some way 
stimulate ~he development of the ovule withou~ effeeting hybridisation 
The case of the orchid Zy#opetcdun~ Mackc~ji ~ crossed with the pollen of" 
other genera but always yielding seedlings closely resembling the 
female parent may perhaps be considered as a somewhat parallel case. 

.I t  is ~true that Arend's gigantec~ strain shows a stoutness in the 
!eaves which is more marked than in the ordinary forms and there is 

'2" J, Rev .  Hef t .  1906, p. 487. ~" See pl 15, and  Gard. Chron. 1897, p. 128. 
, s See Join n. 1~. Herr. Sos. xxi .  1897, pp.  476, 477 ; Orchid l~eview, vz. 1898, p. 19. 
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also the case of a peculiar elaret-eolmtred, small-flowered form produced 
by ~Ir Dickson, which is unlike any other variety I have met with. 
This latter plan~ was the only one of its kind produced by a cross 
alleged to have been made by P. obcon@a and P. ~'osect splendens. The 
leaf of this plan~ also differs somewhat from the normal though it is 
quite like that of some of the wild specimens preserved in the l:ierbarium 
at Kew. The whorled character of the inflorescence, also, which has 
been developed in the variety "Chenies excelsior," cannot be accepted 
as an indication of hybridisation with 2. japonica since it may occur in 
uncrossed plants. 

The evidence for hybridisation in P. obconisa cannot therefore be 
regarded as convincing. A careful series of experiments have been 
conducted at the John Innes t{orgieultural Institution at 1Kerton in 
which the pollen of eight species of Primula has been tried. The 
results so far obtained tend to show tha~ good seed has been produced 
only with the pollen of P. check,ice itself all other crosses being failures, 
and ~his corresponds with the results of similar experiments made at 
Kew. I t  is just possible however in view of the conflicting evidence 
that Nr~her earehfl experiment might demonstrate some form of 
hybridisation for it may be, as Doneaster ~ suggests in dealing with the 
question of crossing between species, that the multiplicity of characters 
concerned makes analysis very difficult and thus the evidence of 
hybridisation may not be apparent. 

It has been pointed out above that the difficulty of producing 
artificial hybrids in the genus _Primula is somewhat remarkable in 
view of the fact that natural hybrids are not uncommon between 
certain species. Whether any natural hybrid between a o. obconicc~ 
and any other species exists is not certainly known but a specimen 
preserved in the Kew Herbarium collected by Wilsoti (no. 4052) in 
Western China suggests such a possibili@ iVir J. F. Duthie who has 
kindly examined [he plant is of the opinion that it may be a natural 
hybrid between _P. obconicc6 and P. cor~usoides; and in this connection 
it is of eonsiderab!e interest to find that a plant (or plan~s ?) of P. cor- 
tusoides came up wifih the seed of P. obconicc~ collected by )s in 
Ichang, the specimen being preserved at Kew. Mr Duthie says of 
Wilson's p lant - -" I t  agrees with the former (P. cor~soides) in the 
shape, texture and pubescence of the leaves, but the calyx is that of 
P. ob~o~i~c~." 

In its native home a D. obconicc~ appears to show a considerable range 
1 L. Donc~s~er, Heredity, Oarabridge University Picas, 1910, Ch~p. wn. p. 109. 
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of variation, ~hough the seed song to England would appear to have 
belonged to a fairly uniform type. The plants lately collected ~ by 
Forrest and referred by him to P. Zisteri ~, King, are now considered to 
be the variety glabrescens of Franchet. 2finny of the specimens, how- 
ever, show marked differences from the typical P. obconicct and are also 
no doubt quite distinct fi'om P. Listeri, but it seems open ~o doubt 
whether all of Forrest's specimens from Yang pi in Western Yunnan are 
righ@ incl.uded under fro. obco~ziea and whether some should not rather 
be considered as belonging to a distinct though only slightly differing 
species, intermediate perhaps between P. obcoT~icc~ and P. Zisteri. 

P, obconicc~ and P. sinensis. 

The history of IP. obconicc~ and of the changes in form and eolour 
which it has undergone in the comparatively few years of cultivation 
suggests ~hat R may afford a parallel to the case of the long-cultivated 
Chinese Primula whose origin is still a matter of dispute and con- 

troversy. _Primuga si~ends unlike P. obconioc~ was not introduced to 
~his country as a wild plant bu~ as a species which R is believed 
had 19rig been cultivated in Chinese gardens ~ P. dnensis, Lindl., as 
dese~'ibed and figured in the Botctniocd Rwister , 1821, t. 539, as P. prae- 
hirers, Ker.-Gawl., and figured in t l~e Botanicctl Magctzine, 1825, t. 256~, 
is not a wild form but a domesticated plant. The first figure published 
depicts a flower with the corolla segments fimbriated and i~ is of 
interest to notice that the later illustration in the Botaniccd d]/fWc~zine 
shows the corolla segments with the notched apex and the plant is in 
general characters very similar to P. sine~sis stdlata of to-day. The 
two pictures are of interesb in connection with the history of _P. ob- 
conicc~, P. I#orbesii, P. jc~ponicc~, P. cortusoides, _P. s P. kewensis, 
etc. The amelioration of P. s#yensis both as to flower eolour and shape 

1 See Gar& Chron. I909, November 20, p. 544, wRh figure. 
2 The following aoeOUllg of P'rimul~ l)raenitens is given in ~he Bet. Reg. WL I821, 

t. 539. 

" I t  had been brought bY Oap~ain Rawes h'om the gardens a~ One,on, where it had 
Pr0b~bly found its way h'om some far more northern quarter of ~lm Ohlnese Empire. 
Samples in a dried s~ate had been previously submiRed by IV[r Reeves, a gentleman in the 
employment 6f the Eas~ Inc'[ian 00. 'at Oan~on." 

In  the figure [he corolla segments a re  fimbriated and the calyx has many lobes ; the 
account cont inues--"  The plant no~ having been known in its wild state, can we be sure 
tha~ the muRipliea~ion of the segments of the calyx does not arise from luxm'iance induced 
by exotic'cultivation ?...." 

Journ. of Gen. II 2 
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and the remarkable leaf development have proceeded ~eadily since its 
introduction so that now many of the cultivated races are very distinct 
fl'om the planbs introduced about 1821. What we may ask was the earlier 
history of the plant under the hands of the Chinese ? Is it too great a 
step to take to consider that the plant found by ]?Ienry in the limestone 
tones  of Ichang is really the original wild type of this species ? I for 
one, in the light of the history of P. obconica, am inclined to think that it 
is not too great, and that we have in this little plant with its lilac flowers 
the true wild type of the species. Some corroboration seems to me to be 
given to this view by the variety fiore pleno of P. si~ze~zsis. This plant 
somewhat closely resembles Henry's wild type in foliage and may be 
considered as offering a parallel to the old-fashioned double white and 
double lilac primroses which in the dim past must have been derived 
from P. acaulis. 

P. sinensis also offers another interesting parallel to _P. obco~icrb in 
respect of the old double white variety since it appears that this arose 
as a sport about the year 1839 after 2. si~e~zsls had been in cultivation 
about eighteen years. P. obconicc~ has also yielded a. similarly con- 
stituted double variety as a result of cultivation about twenty years 
after its introduction. 

Conch~sion. 

The conclusion to which one is led from the investigation of the 
history of .P. obconica under cultivation would therefore appear to be 
that the amelioration and development in form and oolour of the 
flowers, etc. which have taken place during the past thirty years must 
be attributed to selective processes. The evidence which has been 
adduced in support of theories of hybridisation with other species is 
not sufficiently confirmed by facts to justify its acceptance. 

In view, however, of certain doubtful points and of som~ interesting 
questions as to the influence of foreign pollen in effeeting fertilisation 
it would seem desirable to suspend full judgment until the results 
of further careful experiments in the fertilisation of P. obconicc~ with 
foreign pollen have been obtMued. 
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(1) 
(~) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(l~) 
(13) 
(t4) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(~o) 
(Sl) 
(ss) 

C H R O N O L O G Y  OF P. OBCONICA. 

Collec~ion of seed in Ch ina .  
Plants  flowered in Eng land .  
White  flowers flrs~ recorded. 
Dark eye flrs~ no~iced . 
Increase. in size of flowers 
,Var: ~y,rand~l~;'~, s Lille 
Fimbriat ion flrsg recorded, ~r J. Crook 
t~ose-flowere d variety (ft. obconi&~ rose@ 11{essrs Suggon 
Whi~e variety second record 
Fimbria~ion second record, ~'[essrs Vilmoriu 
l~ose-flowercd variet;y, Messi.s Vilmorin 
Pure wl!ite flowers , ~[essi's St:tggon. 
Double flowers first pug on the  marke~ 
Red-flowered vat. "Vesuve," ~'s l~ivoire 
Pure whifie flowers, Duchess of Bedford 
Pure white flowers, ~Iessrs Veigch 
"Crimson King," I-Ierr Arends  and ~Iessrs BaIT 
Small Violet; Blue variegy, Duchess of Bedford.  
Large ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,. ,, ,, 
Vs,r. coerzdea, ~![. Ferard 
" F i r e  King/ '  Suggon 
" Ohenies excelsior" deep olareg, Duchess of Bedford, 

1879 
1880 
1886 
1887 
1887 
1892 
1893 
1895 
1898 
1896 
1897 
1899 
1901 
1903 
1903 
1904 
1904 
1904 
1906 
1907 

-1909 
1911 

DESCRIPT ION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I. 

1. Pale lilac-flowered fm, m with toothed corolla segments very near the type originally 
introduced from 0hina. (3) 

2. The same to show the calyx. (3) 
3, Fimbriate4 pink variety similar to the first fimbriMed forms produced. (1) 
4. Side view of toothed pink variety. (1) 
~. The same face view. (1) 

Figs. 1--5 from plants grown undisturbed for many years in the Temperate House, 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. 

Figs. 6--12 illustrate the development of the blue strains of P. obconica. 

6. Lilac-blue variety raised by selection, ~Iessrs Yeitch and Son, Fel~ham. (37) 
7. Calyx of the same. (87) 
8. Lilae-bine variety with red eye. (27) 
9. Calyx of the same. (27) 

10. Blue variety raised by IVfr Diekson, Head Gardener to Her Grace Adeline, Duchess 
of B64ferd. (38) 

i i .  Calyx of ~he same. (38) 
12. Violebblue variety with darker sbllate eye, raised by Mr Dieksen. (28) 

2--2 
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13. Large soft pink flowered variety, raised by ivfessrs Veitch. (35) 
l&. Calyx of the same. (35) 
15. Large pure white fimbriated variety, raised by Nfessrs Veitch. (33) 
16. Calyx of this varle~y showing tendency to fimbriation. (33) 
17. I{ose-pink variety with crimson eye, fimbriated, M[essrs Veiteh. (29) 
18. Calyx of this variety. (29) 
19. Toothed white variety with conspicuous yellow eye, Herr Arends. (20) 
20. Side view of the same flower showing the conspicuously lobed calyx. (20) 
21. Double pink variety, hose-in-hose f~ype, raised by h{essrs Vilmorin, Paris, ch'awn 

from a plant sent by Herr Arends. (24) 

P L A T E  II. 

22. Purple variety with conspicuons yellow eye, Kerr Arends. (21) 
23. Side view of the same flower. (91) 
24. Calyx showing its hemispherical shape with nnconspieuous teeth. (21) 
25. Large-flowered deep purple variety with reddish eye, Messrs Veiteh. (30) 
26. :pimbriated calyx of the same. (30) 
27. Deep rose.pink flowered variety with red eye, showing splitting of the corolla at the 

sutures between the corolla segments represented by eolourless lines, of. fig. 29, 
Herr Arends. (10). 

28. Oatyx of this variety with acuminate segments. (10) 
29. :Plower enlarged to show the splitting of the raised sutures between the corolla 

segments producing the commencement of a form of "reversed " doubling, 
el. fig. 97. (9) 

30. Very large pale pink fimbriated variety, raised by h{essrs Veiteh. (26) 
31. Calyx of the same. (26) 
32. Violet-pink variety with large crimson eye, M:essrs Veitch. (28) 
33. Calyx of the same. (28) 
34. Deep rose-flowered variety with crimson eye, Kerr Arends. (7) 
35. Crimson variety with yellow eye, Kerr Arends. (22). 
36. Cslyx of the same. (22) 
37. "Chenies excelsior" (see Card. Chron. April 29, 1911, p. 268), raised by ~ r  Dickson. 

(39) 
38. Calyx of the same. (39} 

Specimens of all these and other varieties are preserved in the Herbarium of the 
Boyal Botanic Garden, Kew, and the numbers in brackets at the end of each description 
~efer to the numbers in the Herbarium. 
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